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I was thinking about all different kinds of creative names for this book and I settled on “From The Ashes Of Failure,

A System For Business Growth Was Born” 

I realized, this is how I came up with my system… failure.  

The failures I experienced were severe, I lost everything I had… three times. 

I battled alcoholism and I’m proud to say I’ve been sober since October 20th 2005.

Quitting was never an option, I was determined to be successful no matter what happened. 

I learned so much through failure that I’m thankful for the experiences. Every mega failure brought it’s own set of

challenges and things to overcome but it’s made me who I am today, and I’m proud of the person I have become. 

If it weren’t for those failures I wouldn’t have met my amazingly supportive and absolutely beautiful wife, Paige. 

We met at a job I had to take after a business failure… had that business been a success, we wouldn’t have met.

Her belief in me is one of the main reasons you’re reading this right now. 
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My hope for this book is to give you a different way to think about growing your business. 

This isn’t about making you learn some new system but rather a methodology to guide you in finding your own

path. Your own system.

I want to empower Entrepreneurs to take control of their own Marketing, without having to hire an Agency. 

There’s so much power in taking control of your marketing and bringing it “In House”.

Please understand, this isn’t to slam Marketing Agency’s.. there’s thousands of well-intentioned and well-qualified

marketing agencies around the world, no doubt… I’ve got more friends than I can count that run an Agency. 

However, there’s a huge segment of the market that can’t, or shouldn’t, hire an agency. It’s those Entrepreneurs that I

choose to help and work with. 

First things first though.. Let's talk about what it takes in order to take control of your marketing. 

I'm sorry to disappoint you but there is no magic button to push or no secret trick that can replace the work that an

agency does to help their clients businesses grow.

If they're not doing the work, that means you or someone on your team will have to do at least some of it. That's

pretty much the only bad news I have for you, if you still want to read this book, it gets better from here… cool?

Before we get into the good stuff I'd like to give you some context around the system I’m going to teach you. 

This system isn’t based on any theories, this is battle tested for years in the trenches. 

I’ve spent my own money and tested this stuff in many industries all over the world in many different niches. 

What we’re going to cover has been tested in good economies and bad, in tiny niches and massive ultra competitive

ones.. And it works. 

Ready? 

Then read on and let’s do this. 
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